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It’s 5:20 on a busy Friday afternoon. You need to grab a 
few things at the grocery store, pick up the kids, and rush 
home to make dinner before heading out for a movie.  
Oh, yeah and there is the money you need to give to your 
niece for her birthday. 

Unfortunately, everybody at the store has the same idea as 
you, and the checkout lines are long. Wouldn’t it be great 
if you could quickly and securely check yourself out using 
a scanable code on your phone. Better yet, wouldn’t it be 
great, if you could pre-order the food and have it waiting at 
the store. Then, while you are walking out the door, send a 

money transfer to your niece from your mobile phone, and 
check your balance to make sure you have enough cash for 
your weekend plans. 

This is not the future. This is today. This is how deeply 
the Internet of Things is embedded in every fabric of our 
lives, and how reliant we have become on it to be available 
whenever we need it and secure when we use it. And 
when one of those devices or transactions fails to operate 
properly, it can affect everything else in our busy lives. 

Across the world of business services the same rules apply.
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IoT…  Big Data… RPA… AI. These ‘buzzwords’ represent 
the concepts and strategies businesses will need to adopt 
to successfully and radically transform their business. As 
technology enables machines to get smarter and map more 
human processes and workflows, indispensable manual 
processes will become automated.

The sooner this happens, the better.

Consider an automated scenario practiced by leading 
services organizations, such as NCR. An indication of 
a potential problem comes from a digitally connected 
machine to the service organization. That information is 
digested by the system. Chatbots answer simple requests. 
A workflow gets triggered. A script gets run. A patch is 
remotely distributed. Ultimately, the problem is preempted 
and machine failure doesn’t occur. The whole process ran 
autonomously and in real-time with no human involvement 
-– the employee, the consumer, or the service provider. 

This services delivery is enabled by setting up monitoring 
service conditions, collecting relevant data connected to 
specific performance outcomes, analyzing and predicting 
potential service impacting events all embedded into a 
secure framework.

It’s no surprise that good things happen when service
organizations minimize human dependencies on
both sides of the interaction. Think better staff utilization, 
improved availability, enhanced security, and reduced costs 
across all digitally-connected transaction channels, both for 
consumers and businesses.

As the Internet of Things (IoT) converges with the service 
industry, one thing is certain: adding an estimated 26 billion 
connected devices by 2020 will not only impact the field 
service industry – it will knock it off its feet.

“Our bottom-up analysis for the 
applications we size estimates that the 
IoT has a total potential economic impact 
of $3.9 trillion to $11.1 trillion a year by 
2025. At the top end, that level of value—
including the consumer surplus—would 
be equivalent to about 11 percent of the 
world economy.” 

(McKinsey)
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This is where the future is headed—a holistic 
digital-connected device environment. It is table 
stakes for satisfying consumers who increasingly 
have expectations about seamless commerce. 
Today’s omnichannel consumers are very 
comfortable with the role self-service devices (e.g. 
ATM, self-checkout register, mobile apps, check-in 
kiosks) play in their lives. Whether they walk into 
their local bank branch or retailer, check in at a 
hotel, or shop online, consumers expect an always 
on, always secure experience. They also expect 
infrastructure niceties such as functional Wi-Fi 
networks, comfortable temperatures, optimized 
lighting, and more – all of which are increasingly 
also connected to the digital environment.

The complexity inherent in an IoT device-centric 
environment often can produce more complex problems.  
There is a correlation between the proliferation of IoT 
devices and an increase in service incidents related 
to these devices, putting even more of a premium on 
availability than ever before.   

There is an additional benefit to these data-rich, available, 
devices. Every day, each device generates significant 
amounts of data, from standard functioning and workload 
data, to component sensor data, to fault and error data, to 
consumer behavior data. Every device is unique, and the 
data they produce is also unique.

The collection and analysis of data from devices and 
transactions allows for a more holistic view of the 
customer experience. Every transaction tells a story about 
how devices and the network are performing, and more 
importantly, what the customer has actually experienced, 
such as wait time or successful resolution through  
video chat. 

Bringing all of these devices together provides rich data 
and insights which are the “currency” for the future of 
managed services.

of millennial customers have  
used a self-service portal for  
customer service.

(Microsoft)

of consumers have switched providers 
in at least one industry due to poor 
customer service. 

(Accenture)

said they would be very likely to switch 
banks if they experienced recurrent 
instances of ATM unavailability. 

(Level Four)

of companies are still using manual 
methods to handle field service. 

(Salesforce)

84%

64% 

28% 

52% 

“Your business isn’t a set of products and services that you provide digitally to consumers. 
Instead, Forester recommends that you view your bank or credit union as a part of a 
consumer’s personal value ecosystem that consumers can piece together based on their 
needs, wants, and desires.”
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By leveraging the data each device generates, service 
companies can develop a better understanding of standard 
and non-standard performance behavior. This enables 
them to prepare for and execute service activity more 
efficiently, and in many instances, predict failure and 
proactively service devices while minimizing avoidable 
disruptions to the user experience. 

When service organizations know exactly what devices 
are contained within the four walls of a branch, or store 
or restaurant, they can deliver data-driven processes and 
look at transactions “holistically” rather than just examining 
discrete devices to see whether or not they are functioning 
properly. Back-end processes like data analytics, remote 
monitoring, machine learning, and data visualization can 
work together to identify patterns and to trigger workflows 
in response to those patterns.

The benefits of these analytical results are real and measurable. Reliability. Predictability. Security. Availability. Optimal Total 
Cost of Ownership. Modernization of equipment and assets, CRM, ERP, and more cut across the organization and provide 
value for the entire C-suite. 

4 .  MOVING TOWARD A FULLY AUTOMATE D  
SE RVICE AND RESPONSE SYSTE M

“As the IoT grows and matures, service will no longer be about just fixing 
machines or devices. Service will encompass systems such as business 
applications, enterprise resource planning (ERP) and customer relationship 
management (CRM), as well as data warehouses and, yes, even people.” 

Shift Left: NCR Services Shift Left is at the heart of the Digital Connected Premise offer, moving away from point  solutions and 

enriched through further diagnostic potential. On the right-hand side are field services, which will always be a component of IT service 

delivery. But much of the waste and risk in any service supply chain stems from avoidable dispatches. Through increased end-point 

connectivity, remote monitoring and streamlined self-service, we’ve been able to minimize avoidable dispatches while ensuring 

the dispatches we do execute are  as efficient as possible, with close governance of metrics like first visit resolution. As we continue 

to execute the shift-left motion illustrated here, ultimately aiming for minimal human intervention with maximum service quality, 

everybody wins. 
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The Digital Connected Services framework is based on a technology service model that is constantly interacting with 
connected devices and providing a stream of information between those devices and the service provider.  
We call this digital connected device environment a digital connected premise. 

At NCR, we built our Digital Connected Services framework using four pillars to support the framework of a  
holistic approach:

5 .  DIG ITAL CONNECTE D SE RVICES – THE HOLISTIC APPROACH 
TO PROCESS AND SYSTE M OPTIMIZATION

MANAGE
Higher-level actionable insights and knowledge is the hallmark of the Manage pillar. This is achievable through a 
suite of carefully designed and executed ITIL-based (with emphasis on IT Service Management) set-up, problem and 
account management activities.

At any given moment, a digital-connected device environment is enabling hundreds or thousands of  interactions. 
Being able to capture and analyze these interactions provides powerful data that can be used to improve profitability 
and better serve customers. 

By collecting machine level data across the digital connected premise, regardless of device type or manufacturer, 
NCR can identify and diagnose fault patterns across machine types. 

Managed Service providers can marry varying data types to obtain higher level insights. When analyzed together, data 
can help reveal new patterns of usage that were not available before, for example analyzing “stations” in harsh outdoor 
environments with unusual failure rates combining temperature data and other environmental data, using sensor data 
to track customer movements, predicting battery failures on mobile devices and initating action before it matters and 
starts to impact the consumer experience. 

MONITOR
24x7 coverage for monitoring device status is a baseline for any high level service offer. Remote monitoring of 
a digitial connected device environment allows NCR to detect faults and initiate responsive service activity, and 
monitor business processes, security incidents and other events. 

MAINTAIN
The Maintain pillar allows service providers to perform more prognosis and diagnoses remotely; to proactively 
address network issues before they happen. In the instance where a service technician is required,  s/he is equipped 
with the right training, proper parts, and correct instructions to rectify the situation promptly and efficiently the first 
time s/he is dispatched.

Maintain also addresses critical services outcomes like predictive maintenance for hardware (including multi-vendor), 
sensors, mobile devices, network components, and end user computing (EUC).

By knowing potential failures before they actually occur, NCR can schedule replacement of the failing component to 
coincide with off-peak periods, providing less disruption and failed customer interactions.



SECURE
With news of financial breaches affecting almost every industry, it’s no surprise how important it is to secure 
the physical and digital security of the digital connected premise environment using industry leading security 
infrastructure, tools, and best practices. 

NCR brings a deeper level of security and defense to a digically connected premise by focusing threat mitigation with 
hardware security measures, as well as logical security practices like whitelisting, OS and application updates, image 
management and disk encryption. Paired with monitoring, maintaining, and managing the environment, managed 
security services reduces risks across multiple threat vectors and drives asset and data protection. It helps with 
regulatory compliance and system availability.

With the proliferation of IoT devices, there is simply no easy way to keep up with security without a comprehensive 
solution in place. Research conducted by the Ponemon Institute and Absolute reveal a few startling truths:

• Enterprises are overwhelmed by endpoint alerts   
• Insecure or off-line endpoints are difficult to detect 
• A majority of companies cannot determine compliance for endpoint devices  
• Volume and severity of malware-infected endpoints have increased over the past year  
• Out-of-date or unpatched software is the most common endpoint security gap

of endpoints are vulnerable to a data breach 
involving sensitive or confidential data.

(Ponemon and Absolute) 

55%
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6.  G ET BACK TO BANKING . G ET BACK TO RETAIL .  G ET BACK TO 
YOUR CORE BUSINESS .  UNLOCK YOUR POTE NTIAL .

For a world that never stops, the NCR Digital Connected Services framework unleashes the true value 
inherent in IoT, Big Data, AI and RPA. Each pillar in our framework (Monitor, Maintain, Manage, Secure) 
allows you to leverage the inherent interconnections of devices and results in: 

• Increases in service levels (faster response times, fewer downtimes, etc.)
• Greater availability of devices 
• Improved staff utilization (labor spends time serving customers, not servicing devices)
• Deriving actionable insights to improve operations and marketing activities
• Building better customer relationships and brand experiences 

Organizations that move beyond buzzwords and focus on the execution of a Digital Connected Services 
framework will redefine what service means and how it’s delivered, paving the way for the next level of 
omnichannel commerce.



NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is a leader in omni-channel solutions, turning everyday interactions with 
businesses into exceptional experiences. With its software, hardware, and portfolio of services, NCR 
enables nearly 700 million transactions daily across retail, financial, travel, hospitality, telecom and 

technology, and small business. NCR solutions run the everyday transactions that make your life easier.

NCR is headquartered in Atlanta, Ga., with over 30,000 employees and does business in 180 countries. 
NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and other countries.

WHY NCR?

NCR continually improves products as new technologies and components become available. NCR, therefore, reserves the right to change 
specifications without prior notice.

All features, functions and operations described herein may not be marketed by NCR in all parts of the world. Consult your NCR representative or 
NCR office for the latest information.

NCR is a registered trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. All brand and product names appearing in this 
document are trademarks, registered trademarks or service marks of their respective holders.
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